FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MD HELICOPTERS TO FEATURE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY MD 530F AND A COMBAT-CONFIGURED
MD 969 AT HAI HELI-EXPO 2019
TVA’s utility MD 530F and a militarized variant of the MD 969, both with all new, all glass cockpits, are
representative of MDHI’s commitment to continuous advancement in both form and function

Mesa, Ariz., March 5, 2019 – MD Helicopters’ booth, C1228, at the 2019 HAI Heli-Expo in Atlanta, Georgia,
reflects the company’s commitment to manufacturing and delivering the most effective and efficient
single-engine and light twin-engine helicopters available. At the 2019 HAI Heli-Expo, MD Helicopters, Inc.
(MDHI) will proudly display two of its most iconic helicopter models, the MD 530F and the MD 969, an
upgraded variant of the proven MD 900/902 Explorer series. Each of these aircraft features an advanced
all-glass cockpit, combining engineering and manufacturing excellence with next-generation technology
and a design aesthetic that is both functional and beautiful.
“I am proud and honored to display these two beautiful aircraft at Heli-Expo,” said Lynn Tilton, Chief
Executive Officer of MD Helicopters. “The proven and powerful MD 530F and the next generation MD 969
Combat Helicopter are emblematic of the MD Helicopters brand, and exemplify my team’s commitment to
delivering technologically advanced aircraft that are unmatched in design aesthetic and performance.”
Feature Aircraft Displays
The cornerstones of MDHI’s HAI booth will be a new MD 530F, currently operated by Tennessee Valley
Authority, and a combat-configured MD 969 Explorer. Both aircraft feature advanced all-glass cockpits.
Tennessee Valley Authority MD 530F
This recently delivered MD 530F is the third F-Model to join the TVA fleet. Welcomed in September 2018,
the MD 530F is used to support powerline utility, inspection, and construction operations throughout TVA’s
multi-state service area.
“The multi-mission capability of the MD 530F is one of the hallmark features of this iconic airframe,” Tilton
continues. “We are excited to feature this beautiful aircraft in our booth this year as a celebration of our
valued Utilities operators worldwide.”
MD 969 Combat Helicopter
The MD 969 represents the next evolution of MDHI’s MD 900/902 series aircraft and is featured in the
MDHI booth this year in a weaponized configuration, depicting the future assault and attack capabilities of
this light twin-engine airframe.
Anchored by an all-glass cockpit built on the Genesys Aerosystems’ next-generation Integrated Display
Units (IDUs) along with a Macro-Blue tactical display for weapons and mission management, the up-to-8-
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seat MD 969 Combat Helicopter is single-pilot IFR certified, and safely and effectively executes a broad
range of military, paramilitary and utility missions including Fast Attack, Combat Search &
Rescue, CASEVAC/MEDEVAC, Command & Control, and Personnel Transport.
“I remain inspired by the capability enhancements delivered by the Genesys Aerosystems Display Units,”
commented Tilton. “We are excited about the advanced systems and improved capabilities this open
architecture system delivers, and we look forward to expanding its use within both our MD 969 and MD
530G Attack Helicopter platforms.”
In addition to advanced avionics, the MD 969 Combat Helicopter also features a proprietary, MDHIdesigned integrated composite weapons plank that allows for up to 6-station, fixed-forward weapons
operation and unimpeded cabin access to support simultaneous forward fire, crew-served weapons, and
personnel transport capabilities.
“MD Helicopters is proud of our diverse customer base and growing number of military and paramilitary
operators worldwide,” continues Tilton. “The MD 969 Combat Helicopter will deliver a new level of multimission capabilities, and provide the foundation for worldwide future attack and reconnaissance airborne
operations.”
Aftermarket and Customer Support Programs
At the 2019 show, MD Helicopters will also provide additional updates on its Aftermarket and Customer
Support operations, including continued enhancements to its innovative MyMD.aero customer portal.
Operators interested in learning more about MyMD.aero and other Customer Support programs can attend
an interactive Information session at the MDHI Booth on Tuesday, March 5 at 1:30pm.
"As always, I am incredibly proud of my team and our accomplishments,” Tilton concludes. “We remain
united in purpose, focused on growth, and committed to delivering next generation aircraft to an everexpanding family of global operators.”
To learn more, stop by the MDHI booth, #C1228, during the annual HAI Heli-Expo at the Georgia World
Congress Center, in Atlanta, Georgia, March 5 – March 7, 2019
VIDEO ASSETS: For a short video featuring the MD 969 Combat aircraft, please click here. For a short video
depicting the Tennessee Valley Authority helicopter in action, click here.
###
About MD Helicopters, Inc.
MD Helicopters, Inc. (MDHI), a Lynn Tilton company, is a leading manufacturer of commercial, military, law
enforcement and air-rescue helicopters. The MDHI family of rotorcraft is world renowned for its value,
versatility and performance, and includes the twin-engine MD 902 Explorer, and single engine versions of
the MD 600N, MD 520N, MD 500E, MD 530F and MD 530G. The innovative NOTAR® system for anti-torque
control with no tail rotor – a key feature of the MD 902, MD 600N and MD 520N – is used exclusively by
MD Helicopters to provide safer, quieter performance and confined-area access capability.
For more information about MDHI, visit us at HAI Heli-Expo 2018 booth #N550 and follow us on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn, or visit www.mdhelicopters.com.
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